
Key Stage Low Stakes Quiz Cultural Capital Practice Flipped Frequency 

3     Once a fortnight (3 
lessons) 

4     Once a fortnight (5 
lessons) 

5     Once a week depending 
on share of lessons 
across both teachers 

Subject 

 Homework Rationale 

Homework will be set across all key stages in a variety of methods. In Yr. 9 students will be given opportunities to be creative in 
their work through extended homework's in half term 1 across the Humanities Faculty with the shoebox task. Following on from 
this there will be tasks intended to highlight the T&L strategy at Trinity High School encouraging retrieval practise both at home 
and in lessons as well as developing a greater awareness of the 20th Century, developing their cultural capital through the media, 
podcasts, films and documentaries. Not all homework's will require written evidence. 

At KS4 there will be a greater emphasis on exam practice and students should be expected to plan fish bone answers to essays or 
complete short answer questions that can be peer, self or teacher assessed with feedback against William’s 5Rs. Students will have 
5 lessons across the 2 weeks and will be a set at least one homework in this time. Students will also be set work via Educake and 
low stakes quizzes will be set via this online platform to support learning, again embedding Rosenshine’s principles.   

At KS5 there will be a variety of all of the tasks above. It will involve low stakes quizzes via Kahoot and Seneca, reading BBC History, 
journals or articles from History Today, Podcasts or the Historical Association and other reputable media sources which will enable 
some flipped learning to take place and enable students to take ownership of the lessons they attend with quality feedback and 
independency is placed upon their work. There will be a range of practice within homework as well, however this will be mostly in 
the form of essay plans/ coursework preparation as lessons will be used to support the essay skills required. Essays may be set in 
Yr. 13 once satisfied the students have the necessary skills to complete independently.  



 


